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OXE MARINE ANNOUNCES COLLABORATION WITH 
TRIM AND STABILIZATION SYSTEMS PROVIDER 
HUMPHREE
OXE Marine, the pioneer of the world’s first high-performance diesel outboard, is pleased to 
announce a collaboration with Humphree, a renowned provider of trim and stabilization systems. 
This partnership introduces Humphree's “Lightning” interceptor models as a trim and stabilization 
system within OXE Marine's accessories range.

Humphree's Lightning interceptors are a perfect compliment to OXE Marine's robust and high-end 
diesel outboards, enhancing hull performance and enabling further improvements on fuel efficiency. 
The compact, durable units feature adjustable blades that extend vertically into the water, allowing for 
rapid and precise adjustments. This design minimizes water resistance, contributing to fuel savings 
and reduced CO# emissions. The Humphree Lightning Interceptors enhance vessel stability, getting 
on plain quicker by reducing pitch and roll, ensuring a smoother, safer experience for crew and 
passengers. Compatible with the full OXE product range, these systems can be easily retrofitted to 
existing installations or added to new ones.

"This collaboration is in line with OXE Marine’s strategy to deliver complete solutions to our end 
customers and adds to our existing range of marine accessories” says Mirel Bikic, Parts & 
Accessories Manager of OXE Marine.

“We look forward to contributing to and further improving the fuel efficiency of an OXE installation, 
while simultaneously achieving the benefits of increased speed, enhanced stability and comfort, and 
reduced environmental impact,” says Henrik Hartman, Business Development Commercial at 
Humphree.

The partnership between OXE Marine and Humphree is set to strengthen OXE Marine’s position as a 
innovator in the marine industry, providing customers and boat builders with solutions that enhance 
fuel efficiency and performance.

For further information, please contact:
Paul Frick, CEO, OXE Marine AB, , +46 70 325 06 20paul.frick@oxemarine.com
Mirel Bikic, P&A Manager, OXE Marine AB, , +46 70 955 09 76mirel.bikic@oxemarine.com
Henrik Hartman, Business Development Commercial, humphree@humphree.com, +46 720709381

FNCA Sweden AB is the Certified Advisor to OXE Marine AB (publ).

OXE Marine AB (publ) (NASDAQ STO: OXE) is the company behind the world’s first high-performance 
diesel outboard. The company’s unique and patented solutions for high torque transmission between 
powerhead and lower leg has led to a global high demand for the company’s outboards. OXE Marine 
are on a journey to make life at sea prosperous for people and planet.
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